
Guidelines for the use of panquiz.com 
Panquiz! Is a free online App online which creates educational questionnaires, quizzes, tests and 
training verifications in a simple and fast way. www.panquiz.com 

What you need to play: 

 
1 pc or laptop to run the quiz 

1 smartphone, tablet o pc for each participant, it will work as a remote control to answer questions. 

How does it works  

The quiz must be managed by a moderator (it can be a teacher, animator, educational operator, 
speaker....) who must have a panquiz account. 

The account is free and allows both to create new quizzes and to use or modify those already 
present. 

The moderator launches the chosen quiz, with "assign" (“assegna”)- "play live"  – (“gioca live”) 
THE QUIZ IS IN THE CHOSEN LANGUAGE BUT THE PLATFORM IS IN ITALIAN:  

If you want to turn the APP in English language, you have to scroll till the end of the first 
webpage (before login page) and on the right you find “English”.  

 

 



 

It can be used on a large screen (for example a video projector, a LIM or a TV), obviously 
connected to the Internet. 

It can also be played live online by sharing the screen with programs such as teams or meet. 

Once the quiz is launched, a PIN appears. 

Attention: the pin is unique for each game session, and changes every time that we launch the 
quiz. In this way the quiz can be played simultaneously in different locations and in different 
sessions. 

 

 

Participants will need to connect with their device to play.panquiz.com. No registration is 
required for this operation. You can also download the Panquiz! APP, which is recommended. 

Connecting to play.panquiz.com this screen will appear, in which each participant must enter the 
PIN of the game and their nick name. 

https://play.panquiz.com/


 

 

After entering PIN and nick name, the name of the participant is displayed on the screen of the 
moderator, who decides to start the game when all participants will be connected, clicking on 
“inizia” (which means "start" ) 

 

 



 

The moderator manages the progress of the questions. With each question you can stop to explain 
the correct answer.  

Participants answer by clicking the symbol and color associated with the 4 possible answers.  

 

 

 

 

TIMER 



 

 

At the end of the time allowed for answer, the correct answer appears and also the number of 
people who have chosen the various answers, even the wrong ones. A chart with the scores  
(punteggio) appears. 

 

At the end of the game the 3 first classified appear on screen. 



 

  



Notes 

Audio  

It is possible to shut down the audio by clicking in the first window on the symbol on the right.  

 

 

Disconnection and other issues 

The system tries to keep the connection during the course of the game. If the participant’s phone 
shuts down (for example, the display shuts down), the phone enters standby mode and interrupts 
the connection (it is the phone that interrupts it, not Panquiz!). When the phone is reactivated, 
Panquiz! tries to reactivate the connection but success depends on the phone’s performance. It 
may not reconnect and/or require a new PIN to participate. The new PIN does not allow you to join 
the same game (each PIN leads to a different game session). Unfortunately, nothing can be done 
and the outgoing person will not be able to participate in the game.  

This problem doesn’t occur using the free ANQUIZ APP! We recommend downloading the 
PANQUIZ APP! On Googleplay or App Store (free).  

 

  

 


